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Oh…Sorry about that…

We forgot to disclose these are not legitimate courts of justice…

We are acting in fraud.
We are violating your Constitutional protections
We are criminal impersonators
We are committing treason

Courtesy of Henry Mayhew: Ryan Bundy’s 
opening statement

13-NOVEMBER-16: The Thomas Deegan Affair – 
Freedom’s Trust Indenture

Randy Due Case

FREE FITZPATRICK! AMERICAN HERO! 
POLITICAL PRISONER!

Attention Mr. Trump…Restore-Promote and Empower – 
American hero’s…who were right!

On Nov 20, 2017, at 4:12 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
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Mr. Koniz,

The passion with which you approach these abuses of human rights is shared by 
many.  But to deal with them properly, once and for all, shall we address the 
sources of these openly blatant crimes against the people?

Ron Vrooman has demonstrated for all to see...
Ron Vrooman Gives Notice-You only say you are in charge!
Mr. Henry Mayhew shares more insight into the judicial fraud...
Courtesy of Henry Mayhew: Ryan Bundy’s opening statement
And a Texas sovereign shares her views…and I too agree…as do many others…too 
numerous to present here.
Another American has figured it out…Are you still in the dark?
There is no longer any doubt to me, Mr. Koniz…we the American people have been 
dealing with FAKE government representatives since at least the time of Lincoln.  
And Mr. Koniz, with no disrespect to your efforts or suggestions, but in my view, the 
fraud and deception can not be resolved from within their fraudulent system…you 
see, sir,  just as the name implies…  
Legal System – NULL AND VOID! – Rules NOT Laws –
And I openly challenge anyone to disprove the point.   

And in the way to address a remedy I offer the following.
An Even Bigger Fool
But to make it simpler…everything has been presented to the American people 
through fraud.

1 Fraud vitiates all
2 Lawful process fails on the first defect
3 There are no statues of limitations on pursuing the perpetrators of fraud
4 Perpetrators of fraud must make restitution to the victims

It is time for serious American sovereigns, to come together and join in as a private 
membership association to address the fraud and deception of the criminal 
impersonators…impostors, pretending to be the legitimate public officers!   

"Public servants,” who are guilty of violating the public trust, and accepting 
payment for these services which were never delivered…are operating under false 
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pretenses.  
Letter to Emily – Sandag
SANDAG – A Private Corporation impersonating a public institution – A FRAUD 
on the People!
These criminal impersonators, who misrepresent themselves as the lawfully 
empowered functioning members of any form of legitimate government agency of the 
American people, are acting in fraud.  They are common criminals and are subject to 
immediate arrest and prosecution.

When ever the people decide to get serious, organize and press forward, this whole 
matter may resolved in short order.  
arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Nov 20, 2017, at 3:00 AM, Gary Koniz 
<gary.koniz@hotmail.com> wrote:
Dear Dr. Graves:

I will do whatever needs to be done to work with you at your 
convenience. Thanks for your help and support.

And along with other blatant fabricated issues of legal machinations in 
misfeasances of ethical improprieties (involving a Terminated 
Employment Contract); that the attorney in question, in thinking that his 
being hired by USHealth Group has given him the right to viciously 
abuse people and calling it Legal Representation. 

We will be working on Contract Law and whether a Terminated 
Employment Contract (as in this case) is valid "In Perpetuity" and can 
be used at any time thereafter to Force a Terminated Employee into a 
Staged (in home based biased conspiracy) Binding Arbitration in being 
used "to legally rob" (at the behest the USHealth Advisors CEO Mr. 
Troy McQuagge) an exorbitant amount of money, $100,000, from me on 
purely fictitious grounds in a life-threatening bankruptcy confrontation 
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regarding my wife's life savings for retirement that she has skimped and 
saved her entire life for counting each penny week after week, and now 
looking forward to.  

I say that the attorney in question, Mr. Jim Jackson, of Oneill & Jackson 
Law Firm in Fort Worth TX, does not as yet comprehend the powerful 
forces that he is unleashing in play against him involving Primal Law.  

"Never torment and torture a good man, and never torment/attack a 
man's wife! No man can ever let it stand".

"Truly I tell you, people can be forgiven all their sins and every slander 
they utter, but whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will never be 
forgiven; they are guilty of an eternal sin.”    Mark 3: 28-29

My Credit Card is on file with you to use for whatever amount. I am 
most grateful to have you work with me.

Sincerely,

Dr. Gary L. Koniz, JD
Licensed Insurance Agent
Life, Var Annuity, & Health

Journalist Correspondent
9480 Princeton Square Blvd. S., #815
Jacksonville, FL  32256
“United Labor Unifying The Nation Providing Jobs 
And A Fair Cost Of Living Wage For The People"
Office (904) 730-2055
Cell  (904) 504-1852
www.garykonizforcongress.com  

http://www.lulu.com/shop/journalist-gary-l-koniz/campaign-for-
congress-2016/ebook/product-23072963.html

http://www.garykonizforcongress.com/
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"That the Earth with All Its Life Abounding Exists in an Eternity of 
Infinite Time and Space 
is a miracle beyond comprehension to behold.  Let us therefore, in 
realizing this, to govern 
over ourselves accordingly, and to create a Model Society upon this 
Earth for the Entire World
to emulate.  Sophisticated Reasoning Is In Order Here:  In The End 
You Will Say, 'We Did It 
Ourselves.' We Are The Only Ones Here Who Can Make Those 
Determinations Of Choice."
__________________________________________________________
_____________________________


